12/20/07 - 14:51
The superior fruit has finally finished their script, despite several minor setbacks - which eventually lead to the ultimate gift:
Sheryl Lerner. The witty math teacher is officially the producer of grapefruit.. HUZZAH! We plan to start filming over
Christmas break. Get ready for some crazy-tripped out-animal-sabotage. In yo face.”Your Bittersweet Crew,” Signing Out.

1/3/08
HOLA Y’ALL,
Today was a rather eventful day; Grapefruit met with the Tim Connolly who has become fictionally Pete Wells, and
shall be referred as that from now on. As soon as we became situated, we immediately began filming some trivial
transitional scenes that may or may not be used in our final production. Hooray for some well used time!
Anyways we are currently working on the sched, our blue print for this whole shabang with wild shenanigans.
Tomorrow we are filming our first meaningful scenes providing Earle Donahue comes back from his wolverine hunt in the
deep hills of New Hampshire. We are hoping he is still breathing. Our very own Phill Groden will be taking on an acting role
tomorrow in Dave Newman’s upcoming masterpiece, “A Sophomore’s Tale”.
Support Your Local (Grape) Fruits!!!
“Your Sweet and Sour Pals,” Grapefruit

1/16/08
Ello Gov’na,
Grapefruit has taken a massive, prolonged break due to the work load some... one particular class, Ahem.... Alan...
cough....English...hack.... but has returned to scheduling as we were in prior weeks, thus showing our huge improvement as
a team. We have filmed and edited a couple scenes, which hopefully will be acceptable enough to use in our feature
presentation of Sabotage. Anyways..... Grapefruit plans to film the majority of our movie in the weeks following midyears.
We have begun to schedule a rather entertaining scene with Mr. Connor and Mr. Balkus, which we should be filming
sometime over the next month.
“Your bittersweet fruit,”Signing out.

1/31/08
This crew is rich with film festival blood: O’Neil, Murphy, Groden, and Connolly. They have a very funny but very ambitious
script. Their early footage has been impressive for a first film, and the idea to cast Bunker and Donahue in supporting roles
is going to play big. Now it just comes down to getting the footage and getting it done before the deadline. They have the
toughest/longest script to shoot of all the three sophomore independents’ but they’re going for it, which is nice to see.

2/29/08
Broadcasting from the mother ship...today, the Grapefruits actually finished a scene (with some added bonuses). We plan
on filming scenes with the ultra-dynamic Phill Balkus next week, which is always a treat. We are encountering certain
problems because of our novice in film editing and of course the spontaneous pirate attack. The Saboteurs, per-se, will just
need to step it up in the crunch months and the movie will turn out incredible...think Gigli...kidding.
-GF

3/7/08
Hello from the tastiest fruit you eat with a spoon (with sugar sprinkled on top...yum)
We are well underway on the greatest movie since Citizen Kane and Spacejam. We are rushing forth to finish this
behemoth before April first, and we will take nothing less than success. Later today we are going to film scenes with an
all-star cast of teachers, including Mr. Connor (The Code), Mr. Balkus (Sweet Revenge, Best Faculty Performance Winner),
and, of course, as always, Sheryl Lerner (Bring It On 3). Editing is proving to be a task and soon we will be starting the
soundtrack which shall include, as the title suggests, The Beastie Boys. Prepare for film greatness chalk full of costumes,
catastrophes, and conflagration, muahaha.
Your tart companions, signing out.

3/11/08
Salutations, faithful devotees of Grapefruit.....
The crew just finished a marvelous scene with Balkus (who generates more intensity than a Nitrogen filled 18 wheeler)
and Vice Prince Connor (a better actor than Tom Cruise...that’s a proven fact). We are going to wrap up filming with Ms.
Lerner ( a better actor than Mariah Carey), and we recieved the grant to launch a bonfire in McGuill’s backyard..YAY! By the
way, we will be working from 7 in the morning to 10 at night on Saturday morn...come see our movie or face the wrath of
McGuill’s curly blonde locks!
-GFroot

